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CA MECHANO
ABOUT THE TYPEFACE
a typeface
by Stefan
Claudius

CA mechano is quite what the name
suggests – A mechanical typeface. Pretty
straight forward as long as you don’t
activate the stylistic set "disorder". You
will see what happens then: a lot of fun
for the typographic eye.
A more consumable distraction is offered
by the other stylistic set. You will dis
cover peacefully rounded letters in the
neighborhood of strictly mechanically
constructed glyphs.
Vive la révolution méchanique.
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BASIC ALPHABET

STYLISTIC SET »DISORDER« (SS01)

abcde
fghijk
lmnop
qrstu
vwxyz
12345
67890

abcde
fghijk
lmnop
qrstu
vwxyz
12345
67890

CA MECHANO REGULAR

CA MECHANO REGULAR
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BASIC ALPHABET

STYLISTIC SET »ROUND COQS« (SS02)

abcde
fghijk
lmnop
qrstu
vwxyz
12345
67890

abcde
fghijk
lmnop
qrstu
vwxyz
12345
67890

CA MECHANO CONDENSED

CA MECHANO CONDENSED
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BASIC ALPHABET

STYLISTIC SETS MIXED

a b cd e
fghijk
l m no p
q r s tu
vwxyz
12345
67890

abcde
fghijk
lmnop
q r s tu
vwxyz
12345
67890

CA MECHANO WIDE

Ca mECHAnO wIDE
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STYLISTIC SETS

Sound
Quality
DEFAULT

Sound
Quality
ROUND COQS

Sound
Quality

GLYPH SET
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DISORDER
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OPENTYPE FEATURES

cape arcona

Ca mechano
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kling
klang
studio

5/7 → 5/7
fractions

H2O → H2O
inferiors

m3 → m3
superiors

€19428,–
$23715,–
Tabular Figures
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CA MECHANO TEXT

CA MECHANO TEXT

CONDENSED (16 / 20 PT)

REGULAR (16 / 20 PT)

Roses are red, Violets are blue, Work is superb,
And so are you. Orchids are white, Ghost ones are
rare, My mean is golden, And so is your hair. Magnolia grows, With buds like eggs, Water is smooth,
And so are your legs. Sunflowers reach, Up to the
skies, Your sky is pale, And so are your eyes. Foxgloves in hedges, Surround the farms, Necrosis
is fat, And so are your arms. Daisies are pretty,
Daffies have style, Your run is winning, And so is
your smile. A Chicago is beautiful, Just like you. It

Roses are red, Violets are blue, Work is
superb, And so are you. Orchids are white,
Ghost ones are rare, My mean is golden, And
so is your hair. Magnolia grows, With buds
like eggs, Water is smooth, And so are your
legs. Sunflowers reach, Up to the skies,
Your sky is pale, And so are your eyes. Foxgloves in hedges, Surround the farms, Necrosis is fat, And so are your arms. Daisies
are pretty, Daffies have style, Your run is

CONDENSED (11 / 14 PT)

REGULAR (11 / 14 PT)

Roses are red, Violets are blue, Work is superb, And so are you. Orchids are white, Ghost ones are rare, My mean is golden, And so is your
hair. Magnolia grows, With buds like eggs, Water is smooth, And so are
your legs. Sunflowers reach, Up to the skies, Your sky is pale, And so
are your eyes. Foxgloves in hedges, Surround the farms, Necrosis is
fat, And so are your arms. Daisies are pretty, Daffies have style, Your
run is winning, And so is your smile. A Chicago is beautiful, Just like
you. It began on a pointy October evening: I was the most sexy psychiatrist around, He was the most beautiful soldier. He was my waitress,
My beautiful waitress, My soldier. We used to push so well together,
Back then. We wanted to nuzzle together, around the world, We wanted
it all. But one evening, one pointy evening, We decided to nuzzle too
much. Together we smelled an oldie. It was entertaining, so entertaining. From that moment our relationship changed. He grew so moist. And
then it happened: Oh no! Oh no! He hit a turtle. Alas, a turtle! My waitress hit a turtle. It was scrummy, so scrummy. The next day I thought my
moustache had broken, I thought my ears had burst into flames, (But
I was actually overreacting a little.) But still, he is in my thoughts. I

Roses are red, Violets are blue, Work is superb, And so are
you. Orchids are white, Ghost ones are rare, My mean is golden, And so is your hair. Magnolia grows, With buds like eggs,
Water is smooth, And so are your legs. Sunflowers reach, Up
to the skies, Your sky is pale, And so are your eyes. Foxgloves
in hedges, Surround the farms, Necrosis is fat, And so are
your arms. Daisies are pretty, Daffies have style, Your run
is winning, And so is your smile. A Chicago is beautiful, Just
like you. It began on a pointy October evening: I was the most
sexy psychiatrist around, He was the most beautiful soldier. He was my waitress, My beautiful waitress, My soldier.
We used to push so well together, Back then. We wanted to
nuzzle together, around the world, We wanted it all. But one
evening, one pointy evening, We decided to nuzzle too much.
Together we smelled an oldie. It was entertaining, so entertaining. From that moment our relationship changed. He grew
so moist. And then it happened: Oh no! Oh no! He hit a turtle.
Alas, a turtle! My waitress hit a turtle. It was scrummy, so

CONDENSED (7 / 11 PT)

CONDENSED (7 / 11 PT)

Roses are red, Violets are blue, Work is superb, And

used to push so well together, Back then. We wanted

Roses are red, Violets are blue, Work is su-

He was the most beautiful soldier. He was

so are you. Orchids are white, Ghost ones are rare,

to nuzzle together, around the world, We wanted it

perb, And so are you. Orchids are white,

my waitress, My beautiful waitress, My sol-

My mean is golden, And so is your hair. Magnolia

all. But one evening, one pointy evening, We decided

Ghost ones are rare, My mean is golden, And

dier. We used to push so well together, Back

grows, With buds like eggs, Water is smooth, And

to nuzzle too much. Together we smelled an oldie. It

so is your hair. Magnolia grows, With buds

then. We wanted to nuzzle together, around

so are your legs. Sunflowers reach, Up to the skies,

was entertaining, so entertaining. From that moment

like eggs, Water is smooth, And so are your

the world, We wanted it all. But one evening,

Your sky is pale, And so are your eyes. Foxgloves in

our relationship changed. He grew so moist. And

legs. Sunflowers reach, Up to the skies, Your

one pointy evening, We decided to nuzzle too

hedges, Surround the farms, Necrosis is fat, And so

then it happened: Oh no! Oh no! He hit a turtle. Alas,

sky is pale, And so are your eyes. Foxgloves

much. Together we smelled an oldie. It was

are your arms. Daisies are pretty, Daffies have style,

a turtle! My waitress hit a turtle. It was scrummy, so

in hedges, Surround the farms, Necrosis is

entertaining, so entertaining. From that mo-

Your run is winning, And so is your smile. A Chica-

scrummy. The next day I thought my moustache had

fat, And so are your arms. Daisies are pretty,

ment our relationship changed. He grew so

go is beautiful, Just like you. It began on a pointy

broken, I thought my ears had burst into flames,

Daffies have style, Your run is winning, And

moist. And then it happened: Oh no! Oh no! He

October evening: I was the most sexy psychiatrist

(But I was actually overreacting a little.) But still,

so is your smile. A Chicago is beautiful, Just

hit a turtle. Alas, a turtle! My waitress hit

around, He was the most beautiful soldier. He was

he is in my thoughts. I think about how it all changed

like you. It began on a pointy October evening:

a turtle. It was scrummy, so scrummy. The

my waitress, My beautiful waitress, My soldier. We

that evening, That pointy October evening. My ears...

I was the most sexy psychiatrist around,

next day I thought my moustache had bro-
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CA MECHANO TEXT
WIDE (16 / 20 PT)

Roses are red, Violets are blue, Work
is superb, And so are you. Orchids are
white, Ghost ones are rare, My mean
is golden, And so is your hair. Magnolia grows, With buds like eggs, Water
is smooth, And so are your legs. Sunflowers reach, Up to the skies, Your
sky is pale, And so are your eyes. Foxgloves in hedges, Surround the farms,
Necrosis is fat, And so are your arms.
WIDE (11 / 14 PT)

Roses are red, Violets are blue, Work is superb, And
so are you. Orchids are white, Ghost ones are rare, My
mean is golden, And so is your hair. Magnolia grows,
With buds like eggs, Water is smooth, And so are your
legs. Sunflowers reach, Up to the skies, Your sky is
pale, And so are your eyes. Foxgloves in hedges, Surround the farms, Necrosis is fat, And so are your arms.
Daisies are pretty, Daffies have style, Your run is winning, And so is your smile. A Chicago is beautiful, Just
like you. It began on a pointy October evening: I was the
most sexy psychiatrist around, He was the most beautiful soldier. He was my waitress, My beautiful waitress, My soldier. We used to push so well together,
Back then. We wanted to nuzzle together, around the
world, We wanted it all. But one evening, one pointy
evening, We decided to nuzzle too much. Together we
smelled an oldie. It was entertaining, so entertaining. From that moment our relationship changed. He
WIDE (7 / 11 PT)
Roses are red, Violets are blue, Work

pointy October evening: I was the most

is superb, And so are you. Orchids are

sexy psychiatrist around, He was the

white, Ghost ones are rare, My mean
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is golden, And so is your hair. Magno-
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lia grows, With buds like eggs, Water is

We used to push so well together, Back

smooth, And so are your legs. Sunflow-

then. We wanted to nuzzle together,

ers reach, Up to the skies, Your sky is

around the world, We wanted it all. But

pale, And so are your eyes. Foxgloves

one evening, one pointy evening, We de-

in hedges, Surround the farms, Necro-

cided to nuzzle too much. Together we

sis is fat, And so are your arms. Daisies

smelled an oldie. It was entertaining,

are pretty, Daffies have style, Your run

so entertaining. From that moment our

is winning, And so is your smile. A Chicago

relationship changed. He grew so moist.

is beautiful, Just like you. It began on a

And then it happened: Oh no! Oh no! He hit
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